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The BBC published a Chemist confirms production of CO2 Nano fibers using zinc plates, 

he's claiming to have discovered it. We have to expose this otherwise he puts a patent it, 

and blocks us. It's verified by science community, George Washington University. You're 

work is confirmed we are correct. They are showing the rings as we do. They say they 

can only 9 grams.   (:14). Release systems that can be used for amputation, needs to be 

fresh and takes months to regenerate, you mount the nano material on cut off finger and 

24 hours it's communicating with finger to re-grow. Explains how it works, the body 

slowly builds in the gap of 3 to 5 mm, and keep adjusting as grows. Every cell of body 

uses different voltage and brain keeps track and that's how the cells reproduce, but you 

have to keep wound open.  (:30).  Last week told how to make SS out of 3 reactors on the 

ground, how to get them moving and fields interacting, slowing down fields leading to 

tangibility. How did Galaxy start without motor and then rotate? No where else in U do 

you have wheels only humans. U uses Plasma. The interactions of Plasmas fields 

multiples and friction, loss of energy gives rise to tangible matter. (:38).  The 3 layers 

(fields) of the skin gives the illusion of tangibility, physicality is nothing but the illusion 

of fields interacting to a state of matter, your physical structure is in a Gans state. So how 

many of you have confirmed tangibility from your reactors? None, the tangibility is 

blocked by the matter itself, the fields in the matter zone are attracted back to itself and 

you don't see matter.  Motion comes through the loss of fields and gradient, if you have 

same level no motion of plasma, motion comes through the flow of the plasma.  (:44).  

The spring coils one inside the other, the plasma works in the gaps, the 3 reactors go in 

the gaps.  The New reactor is Nano wire coil balls, one inside the other, it hollow inside, 

inside sphere G and outside M, nano coated creates its own plasma, by placing spheres 

inside two rings makes it move, connect the two coils and you get CC rotation of plasma, 

(:53).  The reactors are inside the MG fields of the coils and with time they will rotate, let 

them build up, the fields have to find their position within this fields, the reactors usually 

move down, now you have the skin of the man, how to get the 3rd ring? Place the 4th 

core in the middle, the 4th core moves upward to new position, this creates the dome of 

the craft, the 3 reactors that moved down create the lower half of the craft. This is how 

you create a craft. The rings are like the bone structure. this is the True Star Formation. 

(1:03).   If you go back to the first 3 Health workshops, this is the structure of skin and 

bones.  (1:14).  Talks more about new bead cores, the system makes power and lift, can 

make this on your table top.   (1:20).  Ali presentation, he will head the SS program. 

Electrician and in his garage started to play with technology, knew a man drive his car for 

2 years without fuel, worked with Searl generator and Tesla Coil, play with magnets, they 

have power to repel but fall down to earth because of G, he start to read everything for 

1.5 years, he discovered that formula was wrong, then built a Spaceship (SS), first tried 

with fiberglass, then metal plate, used a double Tesla coil in center. (1:36). (1:42). Using 

Mercury in cores to get levitation, it has 3 states of matter at same time, it behaves as 

Gans, at same time it's in 3 Gans states of plasma. (1:50). He put a high voltage on Tesla 

Coil and it burnt, then the cable moving but the disc became invisible, he thinks when the 

cable burned it got Nano coated. Keshe says wire became black and created a plasma lift, 

he used a silver wire and after Nano coated it broke, he couldn't use radio frequency 

because of the shielding, you need thought control, the Chinese can do. (2:03).  Couldn't 

control from outside so decide to build a bigger craft, 7 meters diameter, government 



funded is, and control from inside. He scaled the model up, from inside he saw many 

different colors melting together, Keshe, each one has its own MG field and interaction 

with environment and creates its own color, like the Gans, inside he lost track of time, 3 

of them went into the craft, He's Turkish. From inside can not see out because of 

shielding, the windows become totally black. (2:11). He created shielding and lift. The 

point Tesla missed was that between the shielding capacitors, the black insulator instead 

of Formica it has to be Nano coated, tubes or springs, Tesla didn't get the part of G.   

(2:19).    Chinese coming on to share their knowledge. (2:29). they start the translation. 

He made capacitors with Nano wires. (2:30).  The polarity of the Nano wires, he used a 

voltmeter to determine positive (exit) and negative (entry), the 2 negatives into the 

bottles.  (2:45).  Keshe explains the capacitor with CO2 Gans. Keshe says he understands 

and not just following, put him forward as a teacher. (2:51). He put a battery in to connect 

to Grid. (2:58).  Keshe says all the capacitors are storing and problem is he used 2 diodes 

on top of the batteries, the diodes work on electron and block plasma flow, this is a 

schizophrenic system but it's very powerful, the battery itself over time becomes Nano 

coated and the plates in the battery produce AC/DC. (3:05).  In plasma you don't need 

diodes, control the flow by entry/exit. Keshe says we are developing capacitors without 

Gans.    (3:21).  End of Chinese, couldn't understand much.   Now Arman showing, 

"pizza stacker", two coils mounted on a plate, this over comes difficulty of making Gans.  

(3:05).  Back to Ali, when the 3 of them were inside the SS and what he experienced, 

when you create your own plasma, you create your own shell within the bigger shell and 

you become independent of outside forces. (3:29).    You can very easily control where 

you want to go by adjusting the balls, inside ship it's 1G. (3:34).  Ali is one of 3 people 

who achieved lift, he created the Plasma through matter, at KF he can start with Plasma. 

Does the craft collapse when plasma shuts down, exits craft, he feels like soul going out 

of body, like jumping into a pool, when the fields pass through the body it's like tickling 

you, a pressure came in his belly like pushing him up, that was 15 years ago. The "ant 

bite" feeling, with plasma transfer our body is made of Gans, it touches the end of the 

nerves, like phantom pain, interaction of the fields with the body, he gets the same 

feelings when he touches the Gans but only on the hands.  (3:45).  Questions, shows a 

picture.    (3:48).  Renan of the Philippines KF marketing Pain Pens, he is also reviewing 

what Keshe talked about last week, how to do the loose weight treatment with salt and 

sugar,  IMPORTANT:  it won't work unless you drink a lot of water after treatment to 

flush out Na, up to half liter. (3:55). Energizing the emotional part by breathing into the 

cup of life, 10 min 3 times per day. He is treating his Father with CO2 Gans pack, and 

Gans bracelet. (4:01) Created a new Nano health wire patch, 2 spirals connected, and 

went over the Prostate treatment, Keshe added problems that occur, secondary cancer 

above the Ankles, and top of shoulder, and the ribs left side level with the heart, and on 

the shoulder bones. Prostate is due to emotional problem, need to make a patch for these 

parts.  Finished talk about connecting the production of products world wide. 

 


